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ABSTRACT

Fourteen autonomous profiling floats, equipped with CTDs, were deployed in the deep eastern and western

basins of the Gulf of Mexico over a four-year interval (July 2011–August 2015), producing a total of 706 casts.

This is the first time since the early 1970s that there has been a comprehensive survey ofwatermasses in the deep

basins of the Gulf, with better vertical resolution than available from older ship-based surveys. Seven floats had

14-day cycles with parking depths of 1500m, and the other half from the U.S. Argo program had varying cycle

times. Maps of characteristic water masses, including Subtropical Underwater, Antarctic Intermediate Water

(AAIW), and North Atlantic Deep Water, showed gradients from east to west, consistent with their sources

being within the Loop Current (LC) and the Yucatan Channel waters. Altimeter SSH was used to characterize

profiles being in LC or LC eddy water or in cold eddies. The two-layer nature of the deep Gulf shows isotherms

being deeper in the warm anticyclonic LC and LC eddies and shallower in the cold cyclones. Mixed layer depths

have an average seasonal signal that shows maximum depths (;60m) in January and a minimum in June–July

(;20m). Basin-mean steric heights from 0–50-m dynamic heights and altimeter SSH show a seasonal range

of ;12 cm, with significant interannual variability. The translation of LC eddies across the western basin

produces a region of low homogeneous potential vorticity centered over the deepest part of the western basin.

1. Introduction

Water masses in the Gulf of Mexico have sources in

the Yucatan Current, which transports water from the

Caribbean of differing characteristics into the basin

through the Yucatan Channel (sill depth 2000m). The

Florida Straits has a sill depth of 800m that limits the

depth of the exit flow and thus upper-layer dynamics.

The upper layer (above ;1000m) of the Yucatan Cur-

rent makes a clockwise loop in the Gulf [the Loop

Current (LC)] and exits through the Florida Straits as

the Florida Current and is thus a branch of the western

boundary current. This upper-layer flow is the source of

high-salinity Subtropical Underwater (SUW) and low-

salinity Antarctic Intermediate Water (AAIW) brought

into the basin from the Caribbean (Nowlin 1971, 1972).

At irregular intervals between 4 and 18 months (Sturges

and Leben 2000), the LC extends northward into the

eastern Gulf and sheds a large (200–400-km diameter)

anticyclone or ring (generally called an LC eddy) that

translates westward or southwestward into the western

basin, ultimately dissipating along the Mexican slope

region (Fig. 1c). By these transport processes, upper-

layer Caribbean water masses are brought into the

interior of the Gulf where they are eventually trans-

formed into Gulf CommonWater (GCW;Nowlin 1971).

Below ;1000m, complex flows through the Yucatan
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Channel (Bunge et al. 2002; Candela et al. 2003) result

in a net inflow of North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW)

over the Yucatan Channel sill into the deep Gulf basin

(Nowlin 1972; Sturges 2005).

Basinwide hydrographic surveys of the Gulf are ex-

tremely rare and are from pioneering studies from the

1930s to the 1970s that are reviewed and analyzed by

Nowlin (1972). The early studies by Nowlin (1971) and

Vidal et al. (1989) identified six and seven water masses,

respectively, for the deep Gulf. Most of these are in the

upper layer, have sources in the western Caribbean, and

can be considered as components of GCW (e.g., 188C
Sargasso Seawater). Major sources, easily identified by

temperature/salinity (T/S) characteristics, include SUW

associated with the core of the western boundary current

andAAIW,which originates in the SouthAtlantic as cold

fresh dense water that sinks at the Antarctic Polar Front.

The latter is found throughout the South Atlantic and

tropical zones at;700–1200m (Nowlin 1972;Wust 1963).

Sturges (2005) studied the exchange of deep water

from the Caribbean to the Gulf of Mexico in the depth

range 800 to 1100m, using the NODC hydrographic

database. These depths are below the main LC flow and

encompass bothAAIWand upperNADWwater masses.

The main conclusion, based on the connection of poten-

tial vorticity (PV) contours for this layer between the

Caribbean and the eastern Gulf, was that the mean flow

was into the Gulf at these depths and, thus, the source of

AAIW throughout the Gulf. In the Caribbean, AAIW

minimum salinities could be influenced by waters from

the South Atlantic through the Caribbean current and

from the tropical North Atlantic through the Island

Passages (e.g., the Windward Passage).

Below ;1000–1200m, the Gulf is characterized by

weak stratification and the relatively uniform composition

of NADW. Below 1500m (the lower depth limit in this

analysis), historical deep profiles (from 1962) are given in

Nowlin (1972) and show only slight decreases in potential

temperature between 1500 and 3000m of order 0.058C.
More recently, Herring (2010) analyzed the available

database of XBTs and CTDs from NODC and defined

Gulf water in terms of combinations of water masses

characterized by two standard profiles. The first con-

tained high-salinity SUW that is related to the LC and

FIG. 1. Locations of CTD profiles for the indicated time interval for the indicated time interval from (a) this study

and (b) the U.S. Argo archive, where locations are color coded by float number. (c) Sketch of upper- and lower-

layer circulation features. Bathymetry contours for 100, 1000, 2000, and 3000m.
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shed LC anticyclones, where the salinity maximum

;36.5–36.9 psu is found at ;100–150m. The second is

defined as GCW that is found outside of the LC and LC

eddies, where the upper layers are cooler and fresher

(Nowlin 1972). Herring (2010) used satellite altimetry

derived sea surface height anomalies (SSHA) to esti-

mate profiles as admixtures of the two characteristic

mean profiles that corresponded to SSHA highs in the

LC and LC eddies and to SSHA lows for GCW. Similar

methods of deriving a subsurface density field have been

used in numerical models of the Gulf that assimilate

SSHA (Chassignet and Srinivasan 2015). Donohue et al.

(2016b) show the locations of 1136 hydrocasts that ex-

tend below 1000m in the historical record that they used

to calibrate pressure-equipped inverted echo sounders

(PIES) deployed in the Gulf (their Fig. A.1). Largest

numbers are concentrated on the central northern slope

and LC region. Coverage is sparse in the central and

southern parts of the western basin. There are also

surveys of localized features, usually LC eddies, such

as those by Brooks and Legeckis (1982), Glenn and

Ebbesmeyer (1993), Vidal et al. (1992), Cooper et al.

(1990), and Vukovich and Waddell (1991). However,

most of these later surveys had cast depth limits of

;700–800m.

The deep basins of the Gulf can be considered a two-

layer system based on velocity profiles that show co-

herent flows in the upper layer as energetic and strongly

sheared and the lower layer as practically depth in-

dependent (Hamilton 2009; Hamilton et al. 2016a). The

division between the upper and lower layers is well

represented by the depth of the 68C isotherm, which in

the mean, is at approximately the depth of the Florida

Straits sill (Bunge et al. 2002). Therefore, the great

majority of upper-layer LC flows exit the Gulf through

the Florida Straits above the depth of this isotherm.

The upper layer (0–;1000m) dominated by the LC

and LC eddies as well as secondary eddies that are pri-

marily generated through interactions of the LC and LC

eddies with slope topography and the existing eddy field.

A ring in the western Gulf can be split into two by in-

teractions with cyclones, where the cyclones are part of

the surrounding eddy field (Biggs et al. 1996), or possibly

generated by instabilities of the LC eddy itself

(Hamilton et al. 2016b). Interactions of an LC eddy with

the western slope produces companion cyclones, and

resulting anticyclone–cyclone pairs often produce com-

plex displacements toward and away from the western

boundary slope as the eddies dissipate and mix with the

surrounding Gulf water over intervals of several months

(Vukovich and Waddell 1991). In the eastern basin, the

LC often generates frontal cyclones through baroclinic

instabilities (Donohue et al. 2016a; Hamilton et al. 2014)

that interact with the slope regions to generate a range

of eddy sizes of both rotations (Hamilton 2007a;

Hamilton and Lee 2005; Hamilton et al. 2015).

The lower layer of NADW is dominated by topographic

Rossby waves (TRW) (Hamilton 1990, 2009) and small-

scale eddies. These deep currents are highly coherent and

uniform with depth (below;1000m), and can be vigorous

(Hamilton and Lugo-Fernandez 2001; Hamilton et al.

2016a).Generally, these lower-layer flows are not coherent

with upper-layer eddy circulations. It is thought that LC

and LC eddy interactions with deep topography generate

westward-propagating TRWs (LaCasce 1998), though

very recent observations with deep RAFOS floats indicate

that larger-scale lower-layer eddies can coexist with tran-

siting LC eddies in the western basin (Furey et al. 2017,

manuscript submitted to J. Phys.Oceanogr.; Tenreiro et al.

2017). These recent observations of the deep circulation

in the western basin, using 1500- and 2500-m isobaric

RAFOS floats, indicate a narrow cyclonic boundary

current along the steep escarpments from the northern

slope (the Sigsbee and Perdido escarpments) around the

western part of theBay ofCampeche, and continuing along

theCampeche escarpment in the south (Fig. 1c).A cyclonic

deep boundary current along the escarpments has been

proposed by a number of authors (Chang and Oey 2011;

DeHaan and Sturges 2005; Hamilton 2007b, 2009; Pérez-
Brunius et al. 2018). A separate cyclonic gyre (known as

the Sigsbee Abyssal Gyre; Fig. 1c; Pérez-Brunius et al.

2018) is also observed over the deepest part of the basin

(Hamilton et al. 2016b; Pérez-Brunius et al. 2018).
Autonomous profiling floats have been used to map

the salinity, temperature, and depth structures of the

World Ocean since the turn of the century through the

Argo program (Argo Science Team 1998; Roemmich

et al. 2009). CTD profiles from Argo have been used to

substantially increase the database for ocean heat con-

tent estimates with implications for climate change

(Abraham et al. 2013). Recent studies include water-

mass analysis (Billheimer and Talley 2016; Sato and

Polito 2014), the vertical structure of eddies (Chaigneau

et al. 2011), and basin-scale mean and annual cycles of

steric height, salinity, and temperature (Roemmich and

Gilson 2009), among many others. The Argo program

specifically excluded marginal seas.

In this study, the hydrography of the Gulf of Mexico

between July 2011 and August 2015 is addressed using

CTD profiles collected by 14 Argo floats. Seven were

autonomous profiling explorer (APEX) floats deployed

as part of a larger program designed to map the deep

circulation of the Gulf using RAFOS floats [funded by

the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM)].

Additional profiles from seven Argo floats, deployed in

the Gulf by other programs and agencies, were obtained
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from the Argo archive for the study period (July 2011–

August 2015) so as to augment the database. A total of

;700 profiles were obtained in this four-year window,

whereas in June 2016 there were 3759 operational floats

in the World Ocean.

The seven BOEM APEX profiling floats were equip-

ped with RAFOS acoustics and bio-optical sensors as

well as a CTD (Seabird SBE41-CP). The bio-optical data

are reported elsewhere (Green et al. 2014; Pasqueron de

Fommervault et al. 2017). TheRAFOSunits were used to

monitor the RAFOS sound sources as well as provide

additional trajectory data at the parking depth of 1500m,

used for the majority of the RAFOS floats. Details of the

complete study are given in Hamilton et al. (2016b). This

paper focuses on the CTD data. Supplemental data in

the form of altimeter-derived daily SSH maps on a

0.258 3 0.258 grid from CCAR (Leben 2005; Leben et al.

2002) and AVISO (Le Traon et al. 1998) are used in

comparisons with CTD-derived dynamic heights.

The aims of this work are to map water-mass changes

across the Gulf and investigate useful parameters such

as mixed layer depths (MLDs) and depth of the 68C
isotherm (considered to be the division between upper

and lower layers), their relationships to upper-layer cy-

clones and anticyclones, and the effectiveness of relating

subsurface density fields to CCAR and AVISO SSH. In

the following, section 2 discusses the databases and data

processing, section 3 provides basic statistics, section 4

provides parameter analysis, section 5 discusses the sea-

sonal cycle and the steric component of SSH, section 6

discusses the results, and section 7 is the summary.

2. Data

a. APEX and Argo profiling floats

The seven APEX floats deployed by the study were

programmed to cycle to the surface from their nominal

parking depth of 1500m every 14 days. The CTD data

were submitted to the Argo program (Roemmich et al.

2009) and underwent all their delayed-mode quality

control (DMQC; Wong et al. 2015) procedures and

corrections for drift before being included in the data-

base. All the floats were equipped with the same SBE-

41CP sensor from Sea-Bird Electronics, Inc., which

has stated accuracies and stability for temperature of

60.0028C and 0.00028Cyr21, respectively; and for sa-

linity, accuracies are 60.002 psu, with drift of 0.001

psu yr21, and corrected pressure accuracies are 2.4 dbar

(Wong et al. 2015). Thus, instrumental error is expected

to be minimal, and standard errors are caused primarily

by mesoscale eddy variability. Deployments in different

regions of the Gulf began in July 2011 (one float de-

ployed) and continued in January 2012 (two floats),

June–July 2012 (two floats), and September 2012 (two

floats). The 1500-m parking depth is below the influence

of upper-layer eddies. This reduces the likelihood of the

floats leaving the Gulf via the Florida Straits or Yucatan

Channel and also provides independent sampling of the

upper-layer water column because flows of deep eddies

and TRWs are not coherent with upper-layer eddies

(Hamilton 2009). The Lagrangian integral time scale for

deep water subinertial velocities, calculated from ;150

RAFOS float trajectories, ranges from about 3 to

10 days for different regions of the Gulf, with an overall

average of;5 days (Hamilton et al. 2016b). Therefore, it

is assumed in the following analysis that the CTD pro-

files are independent samples. A total of 489 profiles

were obtained that had cast depths greater than 1000m,

and their locations are shown in Fig. 1a. Note that pro-

files from float 4902284 that had cast depths less than

1000m as it moved along the bottom of the Florida

Straits are excluded from the profile counts, but are

analyzed in Green et al. (2014) (Fig. 1a).

Apart from study-specific profiles, an additional seven

U.S. Argo floats that were present in theGulf during this

same interval were obtained from the archive. The casts

were filtered such that the minimum depth was 1000m, the

depth record was complete, and there were at least seven

days between profiles. The resulting locations are given in

Fig. 1b. All these latter floats had parking depths of

;1000mandwere deployed primarily tomonitor the upper

layer, oftenwith cycle times of;1–5 days and oftenwith the

purpose of assimilation into near-real-time models. Circu-

lation at 1000m could be influenced both by overlying

eddies and deep TRW flows, but the seven-day interval

should be adequate in most cases to decorrelate eddy cir-

culations. A total of 217 locations were added to the data-

base that provided increased coverage in the LC, along the

western boundary, and in the Bay of Campeche (Fig. 1).

b. Altimetry

Gridded (0.258 3 0.258) altimetry products are used to

provide SSH from CCAR (Leben 2005; Leben et al.

2002) and AVISO. Satellite altimeters cannot directly

measure absolute SSH because of imprecise knowledge

of the marine geoid at length scales commensurate with

the Gulf. Deriving SSH measurements from SSHA

provided by the altimeters rely on estimates of the mean

dynamic topography from a data assimilative model

(Kantha et al. 2005; Leben et al. 2002) in the case of

CCAR or from a variety of in situ and satellite mea-

surements (Rio et al. 2010) in the AVISO product.

There are also differences in the optimal interpolation

schemes used to calculate gridded fields from along-

track data. Altimeter data from a total of five opera-

tional satellites (Jason-1, OSTM/Jason-2, Envisat,
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Cryosat-2, and SARAL/AltiKa) were available during

the time period of the study, with ground track repeat

intervals of 10, 17, and 35 days. The CCAR product is

more tuned to the mesoscale eddy scales, whereas

AVISO generally produces smoother daily fields par-

ticularly in the western Gulf.

Additionally, the AVISO product SSH (including the

mean SSH) contains the seasonal steric signal, whereas in

the CCAR product the steric SSH is effectively removed

by high-pass filtering of the along-track data. To remove

the steric signal, which has no dynamic significance, the

daily basinwide mean, for bottom depths .200m, was

subtracted from theAVISOSSH.Comparison of the two

SSH fields with the 1000–50-m geopotential, at the

APEX profile locations and times, showed a small dis-

crepancy in the means. Therefore, 3 cm was added to the

steric-demeaned AVISO SSH, which makes the SSH

statistics from both products comparable. Basinwide

SSH means are likely to be influenced by the long-term

variability of the LC intrusions and LC eddy shedding

during the four years of the experiment. The Gulf steric

signal is discussed in more detail in the following sec-

tions. Removal of the steric SSH allows the use of

tracking contours [e.g., the 17-cm SSH contour that

tracks the LC and LC eddy fronts (Leben 2005)]

throughout the annual heating and cooling cycle. In the

following sections, SSH from the gridded CCAR and

AVISO fields is interpolated to the location and time of

each CTD profile. SSH . 17 and ,210 cm are used to

identify anticyclones and cyclones, respectively.

c. RAFOS floats

A recent comprehensive study deployed 121 isobaric

RAFOS floats at 1500m and 31 at 2500m that were

tracked over the same four-year period as the data col-

lected from the autonomous profiling floats. RAFOS

float positions were determined at eight-hour intervals,

with good record lengths ranging from a few days to

730 days; producing194 float years of location and deep

velocity data. Mean currents were analyzed by aggre-

gating float velocities into 0.58 3 0.58 overlapping boxes,
centered on a 0.258 3 0.258 grid. The degrees of freedom
for mean velocity were established by determining the

number of unique days sampled in each bin divided by

the Lagrangian integral time scale (LaCasce 2008),

which was estimated to be about five days for deep

Gulf flows. Details of these calculations and results

are given by Pérez-Brunius et al. (2018) and in the

study report (Hamilton et al. 2016b). It is not the pur-

pose of this paper to discuss details of the mean deep

circulation measured by these floats, but rather to draw

inferences for the hydrographic structures in the western

Gulf (see section 6).

3. Basic statistics

The T/S diagram for all the 489 APEX profiles in

Fig. 1a is shown in Fig. 2. Note the extremely tight T/S

curve for temperatures less than 168C that correspond to

deepGCW. The separation of the upper layers into water

masses containing SUW seems to be best divided by 36.6

psu. Traditionally 36.5 psu has been used (Nowlin 1972;

Wust 1963), but with higher-resolution recent profiles

36.6 psu is a better divider. The salinity minimum for stffi
27.3 kg m23 corresponds to AAIW, and st. 27.5 kg m23

identifies NADW. The upper layers are highly variable

because of seasonal heating (generally restricted to the

surface 50m) and brackish inputs from the multitude of

rivers, particularly from the northern Gulf (e.g., the

Mississippi). The average temperature and salinity pro-

files, for all locations in Fig. 1, with standard deviations

and extremes, as well as the subsets with SSH. 17 cmand

SSH,210cm, using the CCAR data, are given in Fig. 3.

Only small differences would be seen in the SSH-defined

subsets if AVISO SSHwere used. As expected, the mean

profiles show amore prominent and deeper SUW salinity

maximum, higher temperatures, and the AAIW salinity

minimum at a deeper depth for anticyclones (SSH .
17cm) compared with cyclones (SSH , 210cm).

For each temperature, salinity, and depth profile from

the APEX and U.S. Argo profiles, a set of characteristic

parameters was derived as follows:

1) SSH: Interpolated to the location and time of the

profile from daily CCAR and AVISO 0.258
altimeter maps.

FIG. 2. T/S diagram for APEX CTD profiles. Locations given in

Fig. 1a; color coded by float number (see Fig. 1a). Contours are of

density (sigma-t; st) in kg m23.
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FIG. 3. Statistics from APEX/Argo CTD profiles. (left) Average profiles of T, S, and st. (right) The means, standard deviations (thin

solid lines), and extrema (thin dashed lines) for the temperature and salinity profiles. (center) The number of values at each depth is given

by the long-dashed lines. (top) All available profiles, (middle) profiles filtered for CCAR SSH . 17 cm, and (bottom) SSH , 210 cm.
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2) Depth of the 68C isotherm: Interpolated using the

profile depth and temperature data. The 68C isotherm,

derived from temperature–depth profiles, is a good

indicator of the depth extent of the LC andLCeddies.

Because the mean is also the depth of the Straits of

Florida sill (Bunge et al. 2002), it may also be used as

the division between upper and lower layers in theGulf.

3) 1000–50-m dynamic height: A measure of the

upper-layer geostrophic circulation that can be di-

rectly compared with SSH. The lower integration

limit corresponds to the common deepest depth of

the profiles and the approximate depth extent of the

upper layer. The 50-m upper limit excludes seasonal

heating and surface mixed layer effects.

4) Depth of the AAIW salinity minimum: The salinity

minimum is searched for in the salinity–depth pro-

file where st . 27.0.

5) AAIW properties: Salinity, temperature, and st at

the depth of the salinity minimum.

6) NADW properties: Depth, potential temperature u,

andsalinityof thepotentialdensitysu527.715kgm23

surface. This has an average depth of 1283m; well

below the direct influence of upper-layer eddies.

The very tight T/S relation for depths below 1000m

(Fig. 2) indicate that u and S are uniquely defined

for a given su, and any variability is likely to be

within the accuracy of the measurements. Because

this analysis uses a smaller set of profiles (those

to ;1500m), it will be given separately.

7) SUW depth and thickness: The salinity maximum is

searched for the part of the st profile between 24.5

and 26.5. If Smax . 36.6 psu, the depth is computed,

and the thickness is defined for the adjacent parts of

the S profile where S $ 36.6 psu.

8) SUW properties: Salinity, temperature, and st at

the salinity maximum if it exists.

9) Surface MLD: MLD is computed using the temper-

ature and density profiles. The criteria developed by

de Boyer Montegut et al. (2004) for individual pro-

files are applied. The temperature and density pro-

files are searched downward from the near-surface

10-m values until the differences are jDTj 5 0.28C
and Dsu 5 0.03kgm23. The MLD estimates from

the two methods produce similar results for most

profiles with the T criteria being slightly deeper.

10) Surface layer temperature and salinity: T and S are

averaged from 0 to 10m.

The statistics are calculated for these derived param-

eters, and averages and standard deviations are given in

Table 1 for all profiles and separately for anticyclones

(LC and LC eddies) and cyclones identified by locations

where the criteria SSH . 17 cm and SSH , 210 cm are

met, respectively, for both the CCAR and AVISO da-

tasets. The overall average 68C isotherm depth is 800m,

and about 100m deeper and 50m shallower in anticy-

clones and cyclones, respectively. These depths are

about 50m deeper than the AAIW salinity minima. In

anticyclones, AAIW is slightly warmer and less dense,

because of the stronger influence of LC source waters,

and thus on SSH . 17 cm statistics. Average SSH and

dynamic height show similar changes in magnitudes

between the three cases, as would be expected if the SSH

anomalies are tracking the highs and lows associated

withmesoscale eddies. Themean SSH is close to zero for

all stations, indicating that the coverage is not biased to

any particular region of the Gulf. The differences be-

tween AVISO and CCAR statistics for cyclones and

anticyclones are a reflection of the number of locations

that are not common to both subsets (Table 1).

Similarly, SUW statistics (Table 2) are consistent with

cyclones and anticyclones. Almost all the locations with

SSH . 17cm have traces of SUW with the salinity maxi-

mum at an average depth of 175m. The maximum salinity

found was 36.926 psu, and 83%/95% of the locations

(75/73) with SUW present and CCAR/AVISO

SSH .17cm had salinity maxima .36.75 psu. Average

thickness of water with S . 36.6 psu in anticyclones

is ;100m. MLDs have the same consistent relation to the

mean of about 35m, being deeper and shallower in anticy-

clones and cyclones, respectively.Mean 0–10-m surface layer

salinity is 36.181 psu with a range from 32.574 to 36.708 psu.

In the lower layer, NADW statistics (Table 3) employ

the deeper casts to 1500m, which only use the BOEM

study floats. For these calculations, the depth z of the

27.715 su level is found, followed by interpolation to es-

timate T(z), S(z), and su(z). If the calculated s(z) differs

by more than 0.001 from 27.715, the cast is rejected. The

27.715 surface varies in depth by;400m, with almost no

change in salinity. The variation in u is within the margin

of error. Table 3 also includes temperature statistics for

the 1283-m depth level (the mean depth of the su sur-

face). It is significant, however, that even at.1000m, the

upper layer influences the variation of depth of the den-

sity surfaces. Again, the surface is deeper (shallower) and

the 1283-m temperature is warmer (cooler) than the

mean for SSH . 17 (, 210 cm). Only the AVISO SSH

are used because the AVISO data better correlates with

deep isotherm depths (see section 4b).

4. Parameter analysis

a. Maps

The spatial distribution of parameters is estimated by

averaging the parameters over grid boxes arranged to
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cover most of the deep Gulf. This is generally preferable

to averaging the T/S profiles in a grid box and then

calculating the parameters from the averagedT/S profile

(Lozier et al. 1994) because the latter will reduce ex-

trema. Water masses that depend on defining extrema

(e.g., AAIW or SUW) are better characterized from

individual profiles. The adopted grid of 24 approxi-

mately square elements with a width of;28 longitude is
given in Fig. 4. The average density of stations within

each grid square is ;27, with the lowest numbers of

profiles (10) in boxes 12 and 22 and the highest number

(67) in box 3. As a check on how well major features are

represented by the space and time averaging, the CCAR

and AVISO SSH from the profile locations and times,

averaged over grid boxes, are compared with the four-

year average of the daily SSH maps that are on a 0.258
grid. The comparison is given in Fig. 5, and despite the

sparseness of profile grid data, and thus the subsampling

of the SSH data, the major features of both mean SSH

fields (e.g., the LC, and highs and lows in the western

basin) are fairly well reproduced. Standard error (SE) of

the subsampled AVISO and CCAR SSH averages 2.63

and 2.03 cm, respectively, and the distributions over the

grid are shown as shaded contours in Figs. 5c,d. The SE

patterns reflect both the degrees of freedom (e.g., higher

in the central western Gulf) and regions of higher vari-

ability (e.g., the eastern edge of the LC). The distribu-

tions of SE are similar (except for magnitudes) for all

other mapped parameters.

CCAR and AVISO four-year means from daily SSH

differ with AVISO being smoother, particularly in the

western Gulf, where an anticyclone dominates the deep

part of the basin and a cyclone in the Bay of Campeche

(the latter is present but less intense in the CCAR map;

Fig. 5a), both associated with wind stress curl forcing

(Sturges 1993; Vazquez de la Cerda et al. 2005). These

4-yr means (Figs. 5a,b) are very similar to the 20-yr

(1993–2012) respective mean SSH surfaces that are

given in Hamilton et al. (2016b). In the grid-averaged

location SSH, the LC is prominent in the east (Figs. 5c,d),

though much less intense with a relatively weaker in-

trusion in the AVISO map (Fig. 5d). The low–high–low

triplet between 268N and the Bay of Campeche along

the western slope in the CCAR maps are reproduced,

as well as the lows and highs in the center of the west-

ern basin (Figs. 5a,c). The latter are weaker and more

TABLE 1. Statistics fromAPEX/Argo CTD profiles. Number of common locations for CCAR (C) andAVISO (A) SSH. 17 cm5 62 and

for SSH , 210 cm 5 131.

Type of profile (number) Statistic SSH (cm)

68C isotherm

depth (m)

50–1000-m

dynamic height

(1021 J kg21)

AAIW

depth (m)

AAIW

T (8C) S (psu) st

All (704) Ave 20.75 (C); 20.55 (A) 800.12 108.47 745.34 6.354 34.902 27.429

Std dev 15.18 (C); 16.80 (A) 68.41 16.07 80.66 0.246 0.010 0.038

CCAR SSH . 17 (81) Ave 32.91 887.3 138.85 820.1 6.483 34.896 27.407

Std dev 13.56 78.70 18.43 98.86 0.342 0.007 0.047

AVISO SSH . 17 (79) Ave 36.72 915.6 143.27 851.8 6.442 34.898 27.414

Std dev 13.33 61.55 14.54 85.99 0.343 0.008 0.047

CCAR SSH , 210 (172) Ave 214.97 746.4 95.99 691.3 6.348 34.904 27.432

Std dev 4.00 42.13 5.92 57.72 0.227 0.012 0.037

AVISO SSH , 210 (230) Ave 215.62 740.1 95.03 680.7 6.379 34.903 27.426

Std dev 4.30 37.42 4.75 52.91 0.236 0.011 0.038

TABLE 2. SUW and MLD statistics from APEX/Argo CTD profiles.

Type of profile (number)

% of profiles

with SUW Statistic

SUW

thickness (m)

SUW

depth (m)

SUW

T (8C)
SUW

S (psu)

MLD

from T (m)

MLD from

density (m)

All (704) 37.5% Ave 47.3 125.2 22.038 36.730 37.96 30.96

Std dev 44.7 50.93 1.266 0.098 27.65 25.65

CCAR SSH . 17 (81) 92.6% Ave 98.4 174.6 22.384 36.832 52.88 42.05

Std dev 38.1 35.5 0.793 0.061 37.01 34.94

AVISO SSH . 17 (79) 92.4% Ave 101.5 180.5 22.499 36.833 57.85 44.16

Std dev 34.6 31.5 0.679 0.056 42.02 39.85

CCAR SSH , 210 (172) 15.7% Ave 29.98 24.90

Std dev 16.56 15.29

AVISO SSH , 210 (230) 20.4% Ave 30.11 24.47

Std dev 18.13 16.45
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broken up in the altimeter SSH map than on the profile

grid, again a function of resolution. In the AVISO

comparison for the western basin, the large anticyclone

is more intense and displaced westward (Fig. 5d), but

the distribution of highs and lows west of 928W has

strong similarities with the CCAR grid-averaged

means, though the AVISO map (Fig. 5d) is less

noisy (Figs. 5c,d). However, the Campeche Bay cyclone

is only suggested in Figs. 5c,d, because of the low reso-

lution of the ;28 grid (Fig. 4).

A measure of the differences between the 0.258 daily
averaged, four-year mean SSH maps (Figs. 5a,b) and

grid-averaged location fields (Figs. 5c,d) is constructed

by subsampling the four-year mean field at the locations

of the stations, averaging over each grid box and sub-

tracting the grid-averaged field where the locations are

time variable. This is denoted by,SSH.2 SSH, where

the angle brackets denote the daily averaged, four-year

mean and are shown for CCAR and AVISO by shaded

contours in Figs. 5a,b. Table 4 gives the statistics on the

differences that show slightly better agreement between

the CCAR maps than for AVISO, largely attributable

to a better representation of the mean LC. The low

magnitudes of the standard errors and SSH difference

fields (Table 4 and Fig. 5) indicate that mapped pa-

rameters are reasonable representations of higher-

resolution fields in the deep Gulf.

Mean maps of 1000–50-m dynamic height and the

depth of the 68C isotherm (Fig. 6) have similar features

and the expected inverse relation. Besides the north-

ward shoaling in the LC, there is a prominent high in the

western basin and corresponding depression in the in-

terface surface that also is similar to the AVISO SSH

western high (Fig. 5d). The LC eddies that stall and

slowly decay in the vicinity of the western boundary

produce this western high in the dynamic height. The

lesser similarity to the mean CCAR SSH (Fig. 5a) in the

western Gulf is probably caused by a noisier mean sur-

face there (see below).

The AAIW mean parameter maps are given in Fig. 7,

and, as expected, the depth of the AAIW salinity mini-

mum has the same pattern as the depth of the 68C iso-

therm, but about 50 to 60m shallower under the LC,

which reduces to 20 to 30m shallower in the west and in

the Bay of Campeche. The salinity minimum shows a

slow increase from east to west as the water mass be-

comes more distant from its input source in the Yucatan

Channel (Fig. 7b). The density st of the salinity mini-

mum also increases from east to southwest corre-

sponding to the increase in salinity and;0.48C decrease

in temperature. It is noted that deep mixing can occur

through the trapping of near-inertial waves in anticy-

clones that can extend down to the depths of the AAIW

salinity minimum (Pallàs-Sanz et al. 2016). Colder deep
temperatures in the southwest are influenced by the

dynamic height low and the cyclonic gyre in the Bay of

Campeche (Pérez-Brunius et al. 2013; Vazquez de la

Cerda et al. 2005). The standard error pattern is shown

for AAIWdepth (Fig. 7a). For the other parameters, the

patterns are similar, so the maps (Figs. 7b–d) just in-

dicate the mean and range of SE to avoid clutter.

The SUW mean parameter maps are given in Fig. 8.

The percentage of locations in each grid box that show

presence of SUW ranges from.70% in the LC to 30%–

40% across a swath of the central and western Gulf, to

less than 10% in the northwest and southwest corners

TABLE 3. NADW statistics for su 5 27.715 surface and temperature at 1283m.

Number of

locations All locations (478) AVISO SSH . 17 cm (55) AVISO SSH , 210 cm (159)

Depth (m) Q (8C) Salinity (psu) T at 1283m (8C) Depth (m) T at 1283m (8C) Depth (m) T at 1283m (8C)

Ave 1283.0 4.326 34.954 4.446 1366.0 4.581 1227.6 4.380

Std dev 70.2 0.012 0.002 0.092 64.3 0.119 50.9 0.043

Max 1495.8 4.350 34.958 4.867 1495.8 4.867 1383.6 4.522

Min 1086.2 4.291 34.949 4.265 1212.1 4.374 1111.9 4.265

FIG. 4.Map of analysis grid squares, where CTDprofile locations

from APEX and U.S. Argo profiling floats are given by black

squares. Numbered orange squares give grid-averaging boxes with

the averaged locations within each box given by the red squares.

The grid is used for contour maps of the box area averages of

analysis parameters derived from individual T/S profiles.
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(Fig. 8d). The source of SUW is the Yucatan Current

with the salinity maximum of the 70–90-m-thick core

(S . 36.6 psu), at depths between 180 and 150m

(Figs. 8a,b). The SUW core thickness is at a maximum in

the northeast from northward extensions of the LC and

in the central western basin from the mean WSW tra-

jectories of LC eddies (Elliott 1982; Hamilton et al.

1999; Vukovich and Crissman 1986). However, the

SUWmaximum salinity decreases from.36.8 psu in the

LC to 36.65 psu on the western boundary (Fig. 8c),

indicating a mixing of the core with surrounding Gulf

common water.

Interestingly, the depth of this core deepens from

where the SUW is thickest in the western basin (;92 to

948W) toward the western boundary near 238N (from

;130 to ;170m; Figs. 8a,b). This western maximum

depth region roughly corresponds to similar maximum

depths of AAIW and the 68C isotherm (Figs. 7a and 6b).

This implies that SUW water sinks or mixes downward

in the region where LC eddies stall and/or interact with

the western boundary, and may imply a return flow at

depth in the thermocline as compensation for the

westward drift of LC eddies and possibly surface mean

flows as suggested by Sturges and Bozec (2013).

In the lower layer, maps of NADW parameters, rep-

resented by the depth of the 27.715 su isopycnal and the

temperature at the mean depth of the surface (1283m)

are given in Fig. 9. The average grid is slightly different

because of the elimination of shallow (,1000m) casts.

Compared to Fig. 4, the deep grid eliminates the Bay of

Campeche and the northeast corner (squares 5, 9, and

22; Fig. 4). The isopycnal surface has a shallow region in

the east, just on the northern edge of the mean LC

FIG. 5. (a) CCAR and (b) AVISO four-year mean SSH from daily 0.258 gridded altimeter SSHmaps; (c) CCAR

and (d) AVISO ;28 square grid-averaged SSH using APEX and Argo profile locations in Fig. 4, where shaded

contours are of standard error. In (a) and (b) shaded contours show the differences between the four-year daily SSH

altimeter mean ,SSH. and the grid-averaged SSH in (c) and (d), respectively.

TABLE 4. Difference statistics for ,SSH. 2 SSH.

AVISO CCAR

Mean (cm) Std dev Mean (cm) Std dev

,SSH. 2 SSH 1.45 5.39 1.15 3.75

j,SSH. 2 SSHj 4.48 3.33 2.69 2.85
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(Fig. 5), where isopycnals would slope up toward the

surface. In the western basin, there is a depression of the

surface in much the same region as the maxima in the

68C isotherm and AAIW depths (Figs. 6b and 7a).

Consequently, the eastern minimum and western max-

imum depths have cooler and warmer temperatures

than themean at 1283m (Fig. 9b). The temperature map

(Fig. 9b) also shows evidence of cooler water along the

northern and western boundaries that lend support to

DeHaan and Sturges’s (2005) analysis that suggests a

cyclonic boundary circulation in the western basin that

gradually warms with distance from sources in the

eastern Gulf (see section 6).

Deep currents from ;1000m to the bottom are nearly

depth independent (Hamilton 2009; Hamilton et al.

2016a) and generally uncorrelated with surface layer

baroclinic flows. Thus, the depth of the effective interface

between upper and lower layers is an important di-

agnostic for circulation dynamics. The recent RAFOS

float study of the deep circulation in the Gulf indicates

that the isobaric floats at a nominal 1500m recorded small

temperature changes along their tracks (Hamilton et al.

2016b). It would therefore be useful to be able to relate

these changes to lower (or upper) layer thickness. The

deepest practical level of temperature measurements

from the APEX profiling floats was 1475m, and the

correlation of this temperature variability with the depth

of the 68C isotherm is shown in Fig. 9c. The scatterplot

confirms that the depth of the interface between the up-

per and lower layers (i.e., the 68C isotherm) can be in-

ferred from in situ temperature at the depths of the

floats with moderate skill. Potential vorticity constraints

(LaCasce 2000) are likely to be a major control on deep

currents. This topic will be explored in further studies of

RAFOS float trajectories in the Gulf.

Mean surface-layer (0–10m) salinities are given in

Fig. 10 and show high values in the south-central part of

the western basin, with lower values along the west

Florida slope, off the Mississippi delta, and in the

northwest corner. Mean surface-layer salinity for the

deep basin is 36.18 with individual profiles in the range

[36.71, 32.57]. The high surface salinity in the western

basin is caused by a combination of LC eddies trans-

lating into this region and high evaporation rates in the

summer. Lower salinities on the northern slope are

likely to result from direct outflows of the Mississippi

plume, which can be entrained into the LC and/or LC

eddy fronts (Schiller et al. 2011), and indeed the lowest

spot value (32.57 psu) was found on the slope just east of

the delta (Fig. 10). However, Mississippi–Atchafalaya

plumes also flow westward along the Louisiana and

Texas coasts before being advected offshore where the

Mexican shelf narrows (Cochrane and Kelly 1986).

Counterrotating pairs of eddies against the Mexican

slope ;268N may produce offshore flows of less-saline

shelf water (Vukovich and Waddell 1991). A small

cluster of relatively low salinities are found in the spot

values between 228 and 288N against the Mexican–west

Texas slope.

b. Correlations

The depth of the 68C isotherm, hereafter denoted as

d6, is a good measure of the depth of the eddy-

dominated upper layer as it corresponds to the thick-

ness of the LC, and its average (800m) is the bottom

depth of the Florida Straits through which the LC exits

the Gulf (Bunge et al. 2002). Because numerical mod-

eling requires good estimates of the density structure,

and at present, routine CTD sampling at sufficient spa-

tial density is not available for the Gulf, the approach is

FIG. 6. (a) Dynamic height (1021 J kg21) and (b) depth (m) of the

68C isotherm from grid-averagedAPEX andArgo profile locations

in Fig. 4. Shaded contours show standard errors with the respective

scales in the lower right-hand corner of the maps.
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to use altimeter SSHA as a proxy, withmethods of varying

sophistication. Essentially, assimilation relies on correla-

tions of SSHA anomalies with the depth-dependent tem-

perature and salinity structure, distinguishing profiles with

SUW within the LC and LC eddies from the rest of the

profiles withGCW(e.g., Herring 2010). The scatterplots of

d6 with 1000–50-m dynamic height and the CCAR and

AVISOSSHare given inFig. 11. It can be seen that there is

scatter with d6 versus dynamic height, with d6 versus

AVISO SSH having less scatter than d6 versus CCAR

SSH. Note that the steric signal in SSH is removed from

these records by excluding the top 50m from dynamic

height and by the methods for SSH given in section 2. The

scatterplots of CCAR and AVISO SSH against dynamic

height, amore integratedmeasure of water columndensity

variability, are given in Fig. 12, where again AVISO SSH

has less scatter and a better slope than CCAR.

The histograms (Fig. 12b) show strong similarities be-

tweenAVISOSSHand dynamic heights, whereasCCAR

SSH has a peak between 25 and 210 (1021 J kg21).

There are relatively fewer numbers of CCAR SSH lo-

cations than for dynamic height and AVISO SSH

below210 (1021 J kg21). This seems to be a result of the

mean dynamic topography that is smoother for AVISO

when compared to CCAR in the western basin. A

comparison of the histograms for d6 (Fig. 11b) and dy-

namic height (Fig. 12b) shows that the former has a

broader distribution indicating that upper-layer

depth and vertical density structure do not completely

correspond. The correlations between the parameters

are given in Table 5, which confirms that AVISO SSH

correlates best with dynamic height, less so with d6, and

that CCAR SSH correlates with these variables

less well.

5. Seasonal and steric variability

As an indication of the seasonal and interannual

variability of the steric component of SSH in the Gulf,

the daily deep-water average SSH signal that was

FIG. 7. Maps of AAIWmean parameters from grid-averagedAPEX/Argo locations: (a) depth (m) of the salinity

minimum, where the shaded contours give the standard error, (b) salinity minimum (psu), (c) density st, and

(d) temperature (8C) of the salinity minimum. Mean standard error ,SE. and range of values are given in the

lower right-hand corner of each plot.
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subtracted from the mapped AVISO product is given in

Fig. 13. This is compared with the spatially averaged

0–50-m height equivalent [dynamic height divided by

gravity (cm)] and the 0–10-m mean temperature, using

all available profiling float locations in a given month.

The monthly 0–50-m height equivalent represents the

steric part of the signal that is excluded from the ana-

lyses in the previous sections. The steric SSH has

summer–winter ranges of 10–20 cm over the four years

with some interannual differences in summer maxima,

winter minima, and the lengths of the summer and

winter seasons. Comparisons are not precise because

the varying number of profiling float stations are not

necessarily evenly distributed over the Gulf on a

monthly basis; however, the monthly height equivalent

and temperature signals generally reflect the broad

features of the daily steric height, though with smaller

interannual differences.

The annual cycles of mixed layer depths from tem-

perature and density are given in Fig. 14, where all the

profiles that occur in a given month, irrespective of year,

are averaged. The number of locations (degrees of free-

dom) ranges from a minimum of 50 in August to a max-

imum of 75 in October. As indicated in the statistics

(Table 2), MLD from temperature is deeper than from

density, though both follow the same cycle with maxima

in December and January and minima in June and July.

The surface (0–10m) layer temperature and the steric

equivalent height cycles show lags of 1–2 months with

minima in February and March and maxima in August

and September, resulting from the heat storage capacity

of the upper layers of the Gulf.
Ocean heat content anomaly (HCA) is the deviation

from the mean of upper-layer heat content (HC) (Willis

et al. 2004), where

HC5C
P
r

ðh
0

T dz and (1)

HCA5HC2HC
0
,

where Cp is the heat capacity, r is a reference density,

and h is the lower limit of integration. TheHC0 is the

FIG. 8. Maps of SUWmean parameters from grid-averaged APEX/Argo locations: (a) depth (m) of the salinity

maximum, (b) thickness for S . 36.6 psu, (c) salinity maximum, and (d) percentage of locations in each grid box

with SUW present.
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mean heat content of the upper layer, calculated from

(1) using the mean T(z) from Fig. 3. For h 5 800m,

HC0 5 41.43 3 109 Jm22. There is only a small differ-

ence betweenHC0 and,HC. (,HC.2HC05 1.343
109 Jm22); therefore, the preference is to use the mean

T(z) profile, because that would be generally used for

estimating total HC. The lower depth limit of 800m

conforms to previous studies (Abraham et al. 2013;

Willis et al. 2004) and also corresponds to the mean

depth of the 68C isotherm. For AVISO SSH . 17 and

SSH , 210 cm, mean HCA 5 9.56 6 3.69 and

HCA523.946 1.70 (109 Jm22), respectively, showing

the increased heat content in the LC and LC anticy-

clones. Figure 14a includes the mean annual cycle of

HCA (estimated in the same way as the annual cycle of

MLD), which does not exactly mimic steric height but

seems to be also influenced byMLD. The winter months

(December–March) have relatively constant HCA, fol-

lowed by a minimum in May, a month before the mini-

mum MLD, and then a rapid rise to a peak in

September. May to September also has a large increase

in steric height. To the authors’ knowledge, this is the

first estimate of the annual cycle of heat content for the

whole deep-water Gulf.

6. Discussion

In the eastern basin, the upper layer (0–;800m) is

dominated by the extensions of the LC and the western

basin by the transits of shed LC eddies; both are warmer

and saltier than the surrounding Gulf water. Figure 15

shows LC eddy life histories from separation from the LC

to the last observed location during the four years of the

study. Tracking was performed from the altimeter maps

using the 17-cm SSH contour as given by Leben (2005)

and Donohue et al. (2008). The timelines in Fig. 15 are

split into the intervals between separation and the center

crossing 908W, from 908W to the first encounter with the

western slope (i.e., the transit time across the western

basin), and the time to the last observation after en-

countering the western slope. The inset map shows the

center tracks, which have a generalWSWdirection across

the western basin that has been previously observed in

many eddy-tracking studies (Donohue et al. 2008; Elliott

FIG. 9. Maps of NADWmean parameters from grid-averaged APEX/Argo locations: (a) depth (m) of the 27.715 su

surface and (b) temperature (8C) at 1283m. (c) Scatterplot of the depth of the 68C surface vs temperature at 1475m.
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1982;Hamilton et al. 1999; Vukovich andCrissman 1986).

There is considerable variability in both separation

events and subsequent behavior of the LC eddies. The

first two eddies (Hadal and Icarus) spent little time in the

east before transiting the western basin, but the next two

(Jumbo and Kraken) spent a few months in the east be-

fore crossing 908W. Jumbo lived up to its name as a very

large (;400-km diameter) eddy after separation, but it

underwent complex interactions with the LC that caused

it to split into two. The two parts subsequently merged

into a smaller eddy after they followed separate paths

through the relatively restricted region between the

Mississippi delta and the Campeche Bank. The formation

of Lazarus after the separation of Kraken (see LC area

plot in Fig. 15) was slow, and the LC grew to one of the

largest areal coverages ever observed, extending north-

westward past the delta. A small Lazarus separated in

July 2014 but was reabsorbed a month later by a still

extending LC. There was another separation of a small

anticyclone (named Michael), but that eddy rapidly dis-

sipated. This very large, sustainedLC extension really did

not shed any significant eddies into the western basin,

until the eventual separation of Nautilus in May 2015. A

consequence is that there is a long ;15-month period,

after the death of Kraken (March 2014), when there are

no active LC eddies in the western basin. There is a

FIG. 10. Contours of grid-averaged surface layer (0–10m) salinity

(psu) with spot locations of individual profiles where surface 0–10-m

mean salinities are less than 34 (blue) and 34 , 35 psu (magenta).

FIG. 11. Scatterplots of depth of 68C isotherm derived from (a) APEX/Argo CTD profiles and dynamic height

and with (c) CCAR and (d) AVISO SSH anomalies. (b) Histogram plot of the 68C isotherm depth at the location

and time of the profiles.
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similar ;6-month period after the dissipation of Jumbo

before Kraken crosses 908W. Note that LC eddies can be

split by interactions with cold cyclones in the western

Gulf (Biggs et al. 1996), and this occurred forHadal in the

western part of the basin. More details on these eddies

may be found in Hamilton et al. (2016b).

The inset map of Fig. 15 indicates that the western

basin, because of LC eddy transits, on average, will have a

warmer and deeper upper layer in east-northeast–west-

southwest band across the region west of the delta. This is

consistent with historical LC eddy tracks noted above and

results in the average depth of the 68C isotherm in Fig. 6b

showing a depression in the south-central western Gulf.

The thickness of the lower layer, here approximated as

the distance from the 68C isotherm to the bottom, likely

imposes a strong PV constraint on the lower-layer mean

circulation. DeHaan and Sturges (2005) suggest that the

FIG. 12. (a) Scatterplots of AVISO and CCAR SSH against 1000–50-m dynamic height and

(b) histogram plots of dynamic height and AVISO and CCAR SSH for the locations and

times of the CTD profiles.

TABLE 5. Correlations.

Variable 1 Variable 2 R2 (N 5 704)

AVISO SSH Dynamic height 0.91

AVISO SSH 68C isotherm depth 0.69

CCAR SSH Dynamic height 0.69

CCAR SSH 68C isotherm depth 0.42

AVISO SSH CCAR SSH 0.73
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deep circulation is cyclonic, and mooring and RAFOS

float observations (Hamilton 2009) along the deep

northern continental slope support the existence of a

narrow westward flowing boundary current hugging the

escarpments (the Sigsbee and Perdido escarpments).

The mean velocity (see section 2c) at 1500m obtained

from 161 RAFOS float tracks that were sampling the

region in the same interval as the profiling floats analyzed

here is shown in Fig. 16 (Hamilton et al. 2016b; Pérez-
Brunius et al. 2018). The resulting mean flows confirm a

deep cyclonic boundary current that continues from the

northern escarpments southward along the deepMexican

slope, around the Bay of Campeche, and then eastward

along the steep Campeche escarpment with some inflow

into the eastern basin around the northern point of the

Campeche Bank. Separate from this boundary current,

there is a large-scale cyclonic gyre over the deepest part

of the western basin. This gyre appears to be distinct from

the deep boundary current, only connecting at the

northeast corner of the Bay of Campeche (see deepmean

circulation sketch in Fig. 1c). Further discussion of the

deep gyre is given in Pérez-Brunius et al. (2018). Of in-

terest here is the connection to the hydrography. Con-

tours of the lower-layer PV, f/h6, where h6 is the thickness

of the lower layer, are overlaid on the gridded mean

currents in Fig. 16 and show that the gyre closely corre-

sponds with the region of lowest PV that is also homo-

geneous within the resolution of the grid. PV contours

based on total depth do not have the same correspon-

dence with the cyclonic gyre. The region of nearly

constant f/h6 results from the shallow bowl-shaped

bathymetry of the deepest part of the Gulf that almost

exactly corresponds to the deepening of the mean deep

temperature surfaces that are related to the cumulative

LC eddy paths discussed above.

Though the cyclonic escarpment-hugging, deep

boundary current has some explanation, ranging from

rectification by TRW or eddy stresses (DeHaan and

Sturges 2005; Hamilton 2009) to resulting from the

large-scale response to LC intrusions (Chang and Oey

2011), the deep cyclonic gyre in the west has, as yet, no

dynamical explanation. Speculations include accumu-

lation and trapping of cyclonic vorticity generated as a

deep response to the westward transit of LC eddies as

seen in some numerical models (Welsh and Inoue 2000)

and the maintenance of the gyre, which is only seen in

the mean circulation and is not readily apparent in

individual float trajectories, by deep eddy stresses

(Pérez-Brunius et al. 2018).

7. Summary

Since the age of early Gulf of Mexico studies using ship-

based hydrographic stations, a modern comprehensive

survey of the water-mass structures using CTD-equipped

autonomous profiling floats has been achieved. The early

surveys (e.g., Nowlin 1972) were based on single basinwide

cruises with widely spaced stations and limited vertical

resolution. However, these pioneering surveys identified

the principalwatermasses and their sources in theYucatan

Channel and the Caribbean. This study has sought to sta-

tistically examine the variability of these water masses

across the basin and relate them to upper-layer LC and

eddy activity. Additionally, the high-resolution CTD pro-

files allowed characterization of surface salinity, seasonal

mixed layer depths, and upper-layer heat content. The

results are relevant to defining density in numericalmodels

of Gulf circulations and provide robust statistics (e.g., on

the depth and distribution of AAIW, and seasonal mixed

layer depths) not hitherto available for model validations,

owing to the paucity and nonrandom nature of the existing

databases.

Over a four-year interval, seven floats from this study

and seven floats from U.S. Argo jointly collected 706

profiles to at least 1000m (489 of these to 1500m). Cov-

erage was such that all parts of the deep basins could be

statistically characterized over a relatively short period of

time. Because the parking depth and time interval be-

tween casts of the floats (1500m and 14 days for this

study; 1000m and at least 7 days for U.S. Argo), profiles

are at essentially independent random locations; very few

were entrained, while at their parking depths, by vigorous

upper-layer eddy circulations common in the Gulf.

AVISO and CCAR altimeter-derived SSH were

extracted for the locations and times of the profiles as

FIG. 13. (bottom) Daily AVISO SSH steric height signal re-

moved from SSH maps for the time period of the observations;

(middle) monthly 0–50-m height equivalent (dynamic height di-

vided by g) averaged over all available APEX/Argo locations;

(top) monthly 0–10-m mean temperature averaged over all avail-

able APEX/Argo locations. The gray bands show 6 the standard

error for each month.
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complementary data to indicate whether the casts were

taken in the LC or LC eddies (SSH . 17cm) or in cold

cyclones (SSH, 210cm). Mean T, S, and st profiles for

SSH . 17 cm have warmer and less dense upper-layer

water with SUW (salinities. 36.6 psu) present at;150-m

depth when compared to the average profiles using all

casts. For SSH , 210 cm, the characteristics are re-

versed with a colder more dense upper layer and

salinities , 36.5 psu. Below 800–1000m, stratification is

small, corresponding to the observations of near-depth

independence of lower-layer currents (Hamilton 1990,

2009). Similarly, statistics of water-mass parameters (e.g.,

AAIW, NADW, 68C isotherm, MLD) showed generally

deeper (shallower) depths than average for anticyclonic

(cyclonic) structures, a reflection of the two-layer nature

of the deep basins of theGulf. Similarly, deep density and

temperatures, well below LC and LC eddy flows (at

1475m), can be related to the thickness of the upper layer

(i.e., the depth of the 68C isotherm; Fig. 9c), even though

the TRW and eddy dynamics of the lower layer are not

usually correlated to the upper levels (Hamilton 2009;

Hamilton et al. 2016a). At the locations and times of the

profiles, AVISO SSH more highly correlates with 1000–

50-m dynamic height and 68C isotherm depths than the

CCAR product. Differences between the CCAR and

AVISO maps are attributed to differing mean surfaces

and processing methods.

Steric height derived from 0–50-m dynamic height,

averaged over all casts, showed a strong seasonal

cycle that closely tracked the monthly mean surface

FIG. 14. Average annual cycle of monthly means from all locations of (a) 0–50-m

equivalent height and 0–10-m surface temperature (left axis scale) and heat content

anomaly (right axis scale) and (b) mixed layer depths from temperature and density.

(bottom) The number of profile locations in each calendar month during the four-year

study. The bars are standard errors.
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temperature with maxima and minima in August–

September and February–March, respectively. Daily

steric height from AVISO altimeter maps has signifi-

cant interannual variability over the four years of ob-

servations. This signal needs to be removed from

altimeter SSH maps so that consistent measures (e.g.,

the 17-cm SSH contour for the LC and major LC

eddies) can be used from month to month (Leben

2005). The annual cycle of MLD is opposite to steric

height (maximum in December; minimum in June–

July) with about a two-month lead, an offset consistent

with the heat storage capacity of the Gulf. The heat

content annual cycle appears to be influenced by both

the MLD and steric height cycles, producing a mini-

mum and maximum in May and September, re-

spectively, and only small changes during the winter

(December–March).

Maps of water-mass distribution (SUW, AAIW)

showed weak dispersion toward the west, consistent

with the sources being within LC and Yucatan Channel

waters. Traces of SUW are found all the way to the

western slope, having been transported by westward-

transiting LC eddies. Transits of LC eddies across the

western basin have an influence on the mean deep iso-

therm surfaces, with the consequence of reducing the

thickness of the lower layer above the deepest part of

the western Gulf. This region of low PV coincides with a

cyclonic gyre in the mean lower-layer currents that is

centered over the deepest part of the western basin. The

dynamics of this gyre are at present uncertain.

FIG. 15. Timeline of major LC eddy events in the Gulf ofMexico for the indicated interval. (bottom) The area of the LC

(green line) and the area of theLCplus detached eddy (blue line) from the 17-cm (CCAR)SSHcontour before it completely

crosses a line from the delta to the northeast Yucatan. Legend gives the key to the time lines in different phases of the named

eddy’s life history. If the longitude is not given for the last location, then the location is against thewestern slope. In thewestern

basin,AVISO17-cmSSH contour is used. The insetmap shows the tracks of the eddy centers from times of separation (filled

circles) to the last identified eddy center location (filled triangles). Tracks and timelines are color coded by eddy names.

FIG. 16. Contoured lower-layer potential vorticity f/h6

(3109m21 s21), where h6 is grid-averaged water depth–depth of

68C isotherm, overlaid on mean velocity vectors derived from deep

RAFOS floats, where black (red) arrows indicate averages signifi-

cantly (not) different from zero at the 95% confidence level. For the

PV calculations, bottom depths, latitude, and depth of the 68C iso-

therm are grid averaged using the locations of the profiles. Dashed

bathymetry contours are 100, 1000, 2000, 2500, 3000, 3250, 3500

(emphasized), and 3750m (adapted from Hamilton et al. 2016a).
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